Model 210 - WT/CL/BLK
- Adhesive Backed, 10 AWG – 2 Conductor Flat Copper Wire
- 2.50” Width, .025” Thickness
- Rated to 20 Amps
- White, Clear or Black Jacket
- Indoor/Outdoor Use
- 24 AWG Amp Servo Wire Pair Included

Applications Include:
- High Power Home Theater Speaker Wiring
- Low Voltage Electrical Wiring
- Under Carpet Inductive Loop for Auditoriums & Churches
- Automotive Under Carpet Wiring

Model 412S - WT/CL/BLK
- Adhesive Backed, 12 AWG – 2 Conductor Flat Copper Wire
- 1.375” Width, .025” Thickness
- Rated to 20 Amps
- White, Clear or Black Jacket
- Indoor/Outdoor Use
- 24 AWG Amp Servo Wire Pair Included

Applications Include:
- High Power Home Theater Speaker Wiring
- Low Voltage Electrical Lighting
- Under Carpet Inductive Loop for Auditoriums & Churches
- Automotive Under Carpet Wiring

Model 214 - WT/CL/BLK
- Adhesive Backed, 14 AWG – 2 Conductor Flat Copper Wire
- 1.25” Width, .025” Thickness
- Rated to 18 Amps
- White, Clear or Black Jacket
- Indoor/Outdoor Use
- 24 AWG Amp Servo Wire Pair Included

Applications Include:
- High Power Home Theater Speaker Wiring
- Low Voltage Electrical Wiring
- Under Carpet Inductive Loop for Auditoriums & Churches
- Automotive Under Carpet Wiring

Model 216 - WT/CL/BLK
- Adhesive Backed, 16 AWG – 2 Conductor Flat Copper Wire
- 1.25” Width, .025” Thickness
- Rated to 13 Amps
- White, Clear or Black Jacket
- Indoor/Outdoor Use
- 24 AWG Amp Servo Wire Pair Included

Applications Include:
- High Power Home Theater Speaker Wiring
- Low Voltage Electrical Wiring
- Under Carpet Inductive Loop for Auditoriums & Churches
- Automotive Under Carpet Wiring

Model 216R - WT/CL/BLK
- Adhesive Backed, 16 AWG Round – 8 Conductor Magnet Wire
- .75” Width, .036” Thickness
- Rated to 13 Amps
- White, Clear or Black Jacket
- Indoor/Outdoor Use

Applications Include:
- High Power Home Theater Speaker Wiring
- Low Voltage Electrical Wiring
- Under Carpet Inductive Loop for Auditoriums & Churches

Model 416 - WT/CL/BLK
- Adhesive Backed, 16 AWG – 4 Conductor Flat Copper Wire
- 2.16” Width, .025” Thickness
- Rated to 13 Amps
- White, Clear or Black Jacket
- Indoor/Outdoor Use
- 24 AWG Amp Servo Wire Pair Included

Applications Include:
- High Power Home Theater Speaker Wiring
- Low Voltage Electrical Wiring
- Under Carpet Inductive Loop for Auditoriums & Churches
- Automotive Under Carpet Wiring

Model 218 - WT/CL/BLK
- Adhesive Backed, 18 AWG – 2 Conductor Flat Copper Wire
- .75” Width, .025” Thickness
- Rated to 10 Amps
- White, Clear or Black Jacket
- Indoor/Outdoor Use

Applications Include:
- Home Theater Surround Sound Speaker Wiring
- Low Voltage Stage Lighting
- 12 Volt Cabinet Lighting
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Model 418 - WT/CL/BLK
• 1.25” Width, .025” Thickness
• Rated to 10 Amps
• White, Clear or Black Jacket
• Indoor/Outdoor Use

Applications Include:
• Home Theater Surround Sound Speaker Wiring
• Low Voltage Stage Lighting
• 12 Volt Cabinet Lighting

Model 220 - WT/CL/BLK
• .50” Width, .025” Thickness
• Rated to 4.6 Amps
• White, Clear or Black Jacket
• Indoor/Outdoor Use

Applications Include:
• Home Theatre Rear Channel Surround Sound Speakers
• Industrial Sensors & Thermostat Control
• Alarm Wiring & Access Control

Model 420 - WT/CL/BLK
• 1” Width, .025” Thickness
• Rated to 4.6 Amps
• White, Clear or Black Jacket
• Indoor/Outdoor Use

Applications Include:
• Home Theatre Rear Channel Surround Sound Speakers
• Industrial Sensors & Thermostat Control
• Alarm Wiring & Access Control

Model 222 - WT/CL/BLK
• .50” Width, .025” Thickness
• Rated to 4.6 Amps
• White, Clear or Black Jacket
• Indoor/Outdoor Use

Applications Include:
• Home Theatre Rear Channel Surround Sound Speakers
• Industrial Sensors & Thermostat Control
• Alarm Wiring & Access Control

Model 422 - WT/CL/BLK
• 1” Width, .025” Thickness
• Rated to 4.6 Amps
• White, Clear or Black Jacket
• Indoor/Outdoor Use

Applications Include:
• Home Theatre Rear Channel Surround Sound Speakers
• Industrial Sensors & Thermostat Control
• Under Carpet Low Voltage Wiring
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Model 224 - WT/CL/BLK
- .50" Width, .025" Thickness
- Rated to 3.7 Amps
- White, Clear or Black Jacket
- Indoor/Outdoor Use

Applications Include:
- Anti-Theft Devices & FM Antennas
- Contact Closures & Window Microphones
- Industrial Sensors & Thermostat Control

Model 424 - WT/CL/BLK
- 1" Width, .025" Thickness
- Rated to 3.7 Amps
- White, Clear or Black Jacket
- Indoor/Outdoor Use

Applications Include:
- Anti-Theft Devices & FM Antennas
- Contact Closures & Window Microphones
- Industrial Sensors & Thermostat Control

Model 226R - WT/CL/BLK
- .50" Width, .030" Thickness
- Rated to 2.6 Amps
- White, Clear or Black Jacket
- Indoor/Outdoor Use

Applications Include:
- Single Telephone Instrument Wiring
- Industrial Sensors & Thermostat Control
- Anti-Theft Devices & Contact Closures

Model 426R - WT/CL/BLK
- .50" Width, .030" Thickness
- Rated to 2.6 Amps
- White, Clear or Black Jacket
- Indoor/Outdoor Use

Applications Include:
- Telephone Pair Extension
- Access & Security Control Wiring
- Industrial Sensors & Thermostat Control

Model 826R - WT/CL/BLK
- .75" Width, .030" Thickness
- Rated to 2.6 Amps
- White, Clear or Black Jacket
- Indoor/Outdoor Use

Applications Include:
- Infra Red Detector Security/Lighting Wiring
- Telephone Station Wiring
- Access & Security Control Wiring
### Video, Data & Microphone Wire Product Guide

**Model 3GIG - WT/CL/BLK**
- 1.33” Width, .115” Thickness
- (1) Precision Coaxial Wire, RG179U
- White, Clear or Black Jacket
- Indoor Installations
- Rated 3GHz to 180ft.

**Applications Include:**
- HDTV/SDI Broadcast Coaxial Cable
- Satellite & CCTV Wiring
- Broadband, Digital & Analog Video Applications
- Standard BNC & F-Connector Terminations

**Model 3GIGPWR3 - WT/CL/BLK**
- 1.33” Width, .115” Thickness
- (1) Precision Coaxial Wire, RG179U
- White, Clear or Black Jacket
- (3) 22 AWG Power Wires
- Rated 3GHz to 180ft.

**Applications Include:**
- HDTV/SDI Broadcast Coaxial Cable
- Broadband, Digital & Analog Video Applications
- Satellite & CCTV Wiring
- Standard BNC & F-Connector Terminations

**Model 3GIGSVD - WT/CL/BLK**
- 1.33” Width, .115” Thickness
- (2) Precision Coaxial Wires, RG179U
- White, Clear or Black Jacket
- Indoor Installations
- Rated 3GHz to 180ft.

**Applications Include:**
- HDTV/SDI Broadcast Coaxial Cable
- VGA Monitors, High-Res CAD, Editing & Special Effects
- Corporate Boardrooms & Command - Control Centers
- Standard BNC, F-Connector & RCA Terminations

**Model 3GIGRGB - WT/CL/BLK**
- 1.5” Width, .115” Thickness
- (3) Precision Coaxial Wires, RG179U
- White, Clear or Black Jacket
- Indoor Installations
- Rated 3GHz to 180ft.

**Applications Include:**
- HDTV/SDI Broadcast Coaxial Cable
- VGA Monitors, High-Res CAD, Editing & Special Effects
- Corporate Boardrooms & Command - Control Centers
- Standard BNC, F-Connector & RCA Terminations

**Model 3GIGRGBHV - WT/CL/BLK**
- 1.5” Width, .115” Thickness
- (5) Precision Coaxial Wires, RG179U
- White, Clear or Black Jacket
- Indoor Installations
- Rated 3GHz to 180ft.

**Applications Include:**
- HDTV/SDI Broadcast Coaxial Cable
- VGA Monitors, High-Res CAD, Editing & Special Effects
- Corporate Boardrooms & Command - Control Centers
- Standard BNC, F-Connector & RCA Terminations

**Model 4UTP24 - WT/CL/BLK**
- 1” Width, .115” Thickness
- Rated to 3.7 Amps
- White, Clear or Black Jacket
- Rated CAT 5 Cable

**Applications Include:**
- Data & Telephone Applications, Standard Telephone Color Code
- 100-BaseT, LAN Wiring
- Standard RJ-45 Connector Terminations

**Model 568B - WT/CL/BLK**
- 1” Width, .115” Thickness
- Rated to 3.7 Amps
- White, Clear or Black Jacket
- Rated CAT 5 Cable

**Applications Include:**
- Data & Telephone Applications, 568B Wiring Color Code
- 100-BaseT, LAN Wiring
- Standard RJ-45 Connector Terminations
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### Model QUAD28 - WT/CL/BLK
- Adhesive Backed, 28 AWG – 2 Shielded/Twisted Pair Round
- **Applications Include:**
  - Under Carpet Microphone Wiring
  - Balanced Video Wiring
  - Audio Wiring
- **Specifications:**
  - 1.33" Width, .051" Thickness
  - White, Clear or Black Jacket
  - 100% Shield & Drain Wire

### Model 1STP26 - WT/CL/BLK
- Adhesive Backed, 26 AWG – 1 Shielded/Twisted Pair Round
- **Applications Include:**
  - Under Carpet Microphone Wiring
  - Balanced Video Wiring
  - Audio Wiring
- **Specifications:**
  - 1" Width, .041" Thickness
  - Rated to 3.7 Amps
  - White, Clear or Black Jacket
  - 100% Shield & Drain Wire

### Model HDMI - WT/CL/BLK
- Adhesive Backed, Flat HDMI Wire
- **Applications Include:**
  - HDMI Cable for HDTV
  - High-Definition Video & Multi-Channel Audio
  - Home Theatre Systems, Corporate Boardrooms & Control Centers
- **Specifications:**
  - 1" Width, .010" Thickness
  - Pure Digital Audio & Video
  - White, Clear or Black Jacket
  - Available in 6, 10, 12, 15ft Lengths
  - HDMI Gold Connectors Pre-Terminated